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Introduction

In technology design, aesthetics happen on the surfaces of objects; an 
elegant computer is a computer with an elegant form and an elegant skin, 
typically a form and a skin that is rectangular, smooth, and hard. There are 
good reasons why this is the case – the components that make up interac-
tive devices (circuit boards, processors, sensors, and screens) are hard 
and rectangular themselves, and, perhaps more importantly, they’re fragile. 
They can’t be bent, they can’t get wet, and they’re sensitive to light, dust, 
and static electricity. Given these constraints, is it possible (or desirable) for 
aesthetic design to move away from the surface of interactive devices? What 
might this mean and what would it entail?

This paper briefly examines three opportunities for rethinking the aesthetic 
and material design of interactive objects. We explore how three simple but 
critical components of such devices – connectors, sensors, and actuators 
– can be realized in unusual ways in a wide range of materials, thus expand-
ing the aesthetic and expressive palette of technology design.

Material Connectors

Wires are the simplest of electronic building blocks. By enabling electricity to 
flow from one place to another, they connect component pieces into a whole. 
We’re most familiar with these connectors in the form of standard insulated 
wires and traces on circuit boards. However, an amazing range of materials 
can be used to connect things in their place and we can open up strikingly 
new design realms by simply employing unorthodox materials as wire. Fig-
ure 1 shows two examples that illustrate some of this potential. In the figure 
on the left wire is replaced by thread – components are sewn together with 
conductive thread – and on the figure on the right wire is replaced by paint – 
pieces are connected through areas of conductive paint.
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matically with simple change in our assumptions about the material compo-
sition of wires.

Material Sensors

Wire is a surprisingly powerful design element, but one that has obvious limi-
tations. The ability to construct sensors from a variety of materials – includ-
ing thread, paint, paper, plastic, and wood – further broadens and deepens 
the interaction design palette. To illustrate the potential in the area of input 
devices, Figure 2 shows a collection of sensors that were constructed en-
tirely from textile materials like yarn, thread, snaps and beads.
The sensors shown in the figures can detect pressure, bend, stretch, tilt, 
and stroke. They are soft, colorful, washable, and in many cases stretchy, 
embodying affordances that are unique to the textile medium. This collec-
tion encourages designers to imagine artifacts and applications well beyond 
traditional hard boxes.

Material Actuators

Though the material landscape of actuators is not yet as varied as that of 
sensors or connectors, advancements in technologies like printable OLEDs, 
e-ink, and nitinol are enabling us to construct actuators from a steadily grow-
ing collection of “stuff”. Figure 3 shows an example that illustrates how such
materials can enrich design. Here a programmable, nitinol-driven venus
flytrap constructed out of paper opens and closes on command. The sound-

Fig. 1: Left: Becky Stern’s LilyPad Embroidery. Right: A painted circuit board by Leah Buechley.

Fig. 2: Hannah Perner-Wilson’s textile sensors.
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less, breath-like quality of the paper plant’s movement would have been 
exceedingly difficult to achieve without nitinol.
The point of this discussion and these brief examples is to show that a 
beautiful and diverse assortment of materials – materials that are readily 
available today – can be employed in surprisingly simple contexts to signifi-
cantly expand the functional and aesthetic potential of technology. We do not 
need to wait for programmable matter or any other high-tech advancements 
to expand the material language of technology. There is plenty to be done 
right now.

Fig. 3: Jie Qi’s interactive pop-up book.
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